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Foreword

Lynne Hybels

Here it is. The last day—deadline day—the day on which I must write the  
foreword for this little devotional.

I should have written it days ago when my physical training was going 
well, when I was feeling really good about myself, when I was sure that—
Yes!—I would indeed reach the summit of the glorious Kilimanjaro!

I should have written then.

Not today, when my foot is throbbing from an old injury I’d forgotten 
until I started adding miles of walking to my daily routine. Now I’m ordered 
to stay off it for a while. How do I train to climb a mountain when I have to 
stay off my foot? My brother is a trainer, so he provided me plenty of options 
for building necessary muscles and working aerobically while still giving the 
foot a rest. But to be honest, I’ve lost my motivation. It’s gotten too compli-
cated, too hard. I’m already behind in my training, and the trip is only  
a month away.

“So,” he says, “do you want to quit?”

Immediately I’m digging through my purse for a tissue to mop up the 
tears splashing onto the tablecloth. Big, sloppy tears. Unstoppable tears.

“What’s going on?” he asks.

What’s going on? What’s going on?

“It’s the women, of course,” I sputter. The women in DR Congo. In 
South Sudan. In Syria and Iraq. The women who don’t quit. The women who 
face violence and humiliation and loss and grief and trauma and poverty— 
day after day—and they don’t have a choice. They can’t quit! They have to keep 
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showing up no matter how hard it is. They have to keep putting one foot in 
front of the other. And when they do, it becomes an act of resistance against 
the violence, fear, and hate that surround them.

“They can never quit!” I almost shout at my brother.

“Well, then, you can’t quit either. You have to keep going, moving as best 
you can toward that mountain. Maybe you’ll make it to the top. Maybe you 
won’t. But the women you’ve met in war zones have become part of who you 
are. Each step you take toward that summit is a prayer for them, an act of 
resistance for them, a message of hope for them.”

So there it is. I’m not as excited about climbing our beautiful mountain 
as I was a day or two ago when I had more confidence in my physical ability. 
The possibility of failing to summit has become very real to me, and I’m not 
happy about that.

But those big, sloppy tears did me a favor. They reminded me of the 
extraordinary privilege I’ve had over many years to meet beautiful women—
suffering but resilient—in some of the toughest, most violent places on earth. 
1MT (One Million Thumbprints) exists to bring hope and tangible help to 
these women.

Whether you’re climbing Kilimanjaro or gathering thumbprints or 
hosting a fund-raising event or pounding back evil through the force of your 
prayers—we are on this journey together on behalf of our global sisters. On 
March 8, 2016, International Women’s Day, we are going to let the world 
know that there are millions of women around the world suffering because of 
the violence of war—and there are millions of women around the world advo-
cating for these suffering sisters by telling their stories and raising money to 
enable them to journey into a positive future.

Come on! Let’s do this!
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

Why We Climb

Belinda Bauman

We climb because of mountains. Real ones made of forest, stone, and snow 
invite us to explore their grandeur, their mystery, but also their challenge, 
complexity, and danger. They call to us to conquer them, to prove we are  
able to touch, even change, something bigger than ourselves.

And as we conquer, something is conquered in us too.

We climb because we must. Life is a mountain, and all of us face challenges 
—some welcome, some formidable. We have no choice but to climb.

So many women struggle to survive incomprehensible violence each day. 
For women who suffer the violence of war, their climb is very real. They are 
overcoming impossible odds, not only for themselves but for their children 
and families as well. The women I’ve met have left an indelible mark on 
me—my life is different because of them. They tell stories of overcoming, of 
protecting and feeding their children even as they fight to survive and recover 
from the atrocities they experience.

I met Esperance in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2012. She 
watched her husband die at the hands of rebels. She was violently raped and 
would have died if her sisters hadn’t rescued her. After she told me her story, 
I asked her permission to share it with others. She can’t read or write, but she 
had someone write the words “Tell the world” across a blank paper. Then she 
stamped her thumbprint underneath.

Esperance’s thumbprint became my mandate: Violence against her is violence 
against me.
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But her thumbprint calls all of us to join her. One thumbprint can  
become a hundred, a thousand, even a million strong. Esperance’s story  
belongs to women everywhere. Her thumbprint is your mandate too.

From one thumbprint, a movement began. One Million Thumbprints  
is a grassroots campaign seeking to catalyze a groundswell of people focused 
on overcoming the effects of war against women through storytelling and 
advocacy.

And this is why a group of women peacemakers are climbing Africa’s 
highest peak, Mount Kilimanjaro. We climb in solidarity with Esperance and 
our sisters who live in the most dangerous war-torn countries in the world. 
This is our mountain. We summit on International Women’s Day because  
we envision a world where women are free from the fear of violence, oppres-
sion, and poverty caused by war.

We don’t climb motivated by pity—we climb in solidarity, to identify with 
our sisters. And when we climb, we change.

At 19,340 feet, Mount Kilimanjaro is the highest freestanding mountain 
in the world. It will be a physical, emotional, and spiritual feat. But we will 
climb with joy, choosing not to retreat, not to run, not to cower out of  
a desire for convenience, instead leaning in and finding a home with that 
pain and despair.

Just as we cannot run from Esperance and her story, you cannot retreat 
from your challenges. And maybe you need to take up the challenge of  
another as well.

You must overcome. You must climb. So what is your mountain?

The writers who generously donated their words on these pages are trail-
blazers. Trailblazers climb before us, leaving clear and compelling signs—trail 
markers—we can follow along the path. These trail markers show you how far 
you have come and the heights left to be conquered. They are at once com-
forting and daunting, hopeful and sober. If we heed them—even during the 
darkest, scariest, or most confusing times on the journey—we will stay strong 
and find our way.

But we cannot just follow. Trailblazers inspire us to become trailblazers 
ourselves. Esperance gave me a mandate. Lynne Hybels gave me courage. 
Christine Caine made me brave. Amena Brown lit me on fire. Each author 
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left a path for me to find, and once we learn to follow the signs, we begin to 
make our own mark on the world and on one another.

For seven days, we will journey together, gathering strength for the climb. 
At the end of each day, three trail markers will help us stay our course:

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?

So will you climb with us?

Will you join our sisters, making your mark with them in the plight to 
overcome untold violence and suffering? Will you shout with us, making 
known one of the worst forms of injustice in all the world?

If you accept the challenge, there are trail markers for your journey. But 
be forewarned, you will blaze a trail soon enough, casting aside your fears, 
drawing upon reservoirs of faith for every stride, and fixing your heart upon 
your own personal summit. Together, with Esperance and millions like her, 
we will call upon our collective strength and boldly proclaim:

“We shall overcome.”
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Devotional Day 1

Amena Brown

Often our words feel useless, our steps feel small, and our journeys feel pointless. But 
with a word this world was spoken into being, and with a single step Jesus bridged the 
gap from sin to salvation. So may this journey we’re on bring glory to God through 
our words and our steps and our lives.

1MT Climb for Peace Team

first lines never care what time it is

they nudge their cold noses against my ear, wanting to go for walks in the briskest part of the a.m.

they don’t care that I just went to sleep

that I’m lazy

that I no longer take to the habit of keeping journals by the bed for this very  
moment

that I want to shoo them away

but I’m too afraid of losing one

so I drag my right hand from under the covers

grab the pen that has long since riddled my bedspread with ink blots

and let the poem do its business

so we can both head back to sleep

some days I want to quit

afraid that the words I write or maybe even my own life just will never be good enough

but thankfully words don’t give up

they are ants, crawling in a line
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sending out one at a time to scout out the territory

I mean they bring reinforcements

long lines of stanzas tracing the trail from floorboards, down the doorjamb,  
surrounding the perimeter of my walls

will not be stomped out or stopped until they find the sweet thing they’ve been searching for

so despite the decline of printing presses

or the fact that magazines, books, and newspapers are becoming an endangered species

or that words have historically been misused and taken advantage of

they will never grow extinct

will not be rationed or relegated to government assistance

words know no economic crisis

their stimulus plan

can be found in my grandmother’s scrabble tiles

searching for triple word score

or in the hands of a little colored girl

clutching the spine of colored girls

hoping to find the backbone to be herself

in a world that would encourage her to be anything but

so as long as God is still speaking

as long as the story must be told

as long as the words hidden in your heart will always show up on your tongue

as long as a whisper still has the power to send the hairs on the back of your neck to rise in standing 
ovation

words will survive

they are really just like the rest of us

searching for a place called home

with strong arms and a warm heart to hold them

hoping for someone to take them in and accept them in their present tense

for someone to believe in them, that they can be something
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which is why at the end of a long day of living

and an even longer list of things to do

I leave my worries outside this room

lay next to these words and wrap my arms around them until I can feel them breathing

and sometimes we wake up in the middle of the night just to share each other’s secrets

and after we both fall asleep

the pen slips from my fingers and leaves its mark on the page

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Day 2 Devotional

Katelyn Beaty

Boaz replied, “I’ve been told all about what you have done for your mother-in-law 
since the death of your husband—how you left your father and mother and your 
homeland and came to live with a people you did not know before. May the Lord 
repay you for what you have done. May you be richly rewarded by the Lord, the God 
of Israel, under whose wings you have come to take refuge.”

Ruth 2:11-12, niv

Today when we hear the story of Naomi and Ruth, it’s often as the preamble 
to the romance between Ruth and Boaz, the hunky guardian-redeemer who 
saved Ruth from a life of gleaning. But there are riches to be gleaned in the 
story of the mother- and daughter-in-law who traveled together to the land 
of Judah, fertile ground for the promises of God.

When the two women began their journey, Naomi was steeped in bitter- 
ness. Her husband and sons had died. She had lived in an alien land, Moab, 
for ten years and was returning to Bethlehem in search of food. She told her 
two daughters-in-law to stay in Moab, where they were more likely to find 
husbands. Orpah stayed, but Ruth refused to leave Naomi’s side. “Don’t urge 
me to leave you or turn back from you,” she said. “Where you go I will go, 
and where you stay I will stay. Your people will be my people and your God 
my God” (Ruth 1:16, niv).

Then the two set out for Bethlehem. The journey was some thirty miles 
and would have taken seven to ten days on foot. The terrain was perhaps not 
unlike your own—rugged, steep, starkly beautiful, to be sure, yet holding 
many unknowns. The women were vulnerable; Naomi was returning home a 
widow, a desolate fate for any Israelite woman. Ruth, a Moabite, was leaving 
her home, her comfort, for a foreign town with foreign customs. They knew 
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not what awaited them in Bethlehem or whether the rumors of God’s provi-
sions there were true.

And yet they were not alone on the road. They had each other as a tan- 
gible form of companionship and care. If one were to fall, the other would be 
there to help her up. The journey bound them together as family, as women, 
as people playing a greater role in God’s plans than either could have known 
on her own.

You might experience the pangs of aloneness at some point today. You 
might get lost in your own worries, wondering if your body and mind are 
cut out for this, if you’ll be able to keep up. As we travel with others on life’s 
journey, let’s be Ruth for each other; be Naomi for each other. Receive each 
other as a tangible sign of God’s provision. Share stories; crack jokes; be 
real. The steps are many, but they are surely lightened by new friends seeking 
God.

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Day 3 Devotional

Austin Channing Brown

Jesus, tired from the long walk, sat wearily beside the well about noontime.

John 4:6, nlt

At times, life can be exhausting. After a while everything hurts. Arms. Shoul-
ders. Feet. Back. Big toenail. No matter how much you’ve trained for the 
long haul, your body is begging for the comfort it’s used to indulging in.

Jesus felt this as he made his way to Galilee. The journey from Judea was 
long—almost seventy miles, a walk that would have taken at least three days. 
His feet were aching, and his throat was burning. It’s in this state that we find 
him in John 4, resting on the side of a well in the heart of Samaria.

Often when you’re weary, when you’re tired down to your bones, your 
body tells you that no one else is experiencing the pain you feel. Conversing 
is difficult. It’s hard to hear the voices of those around you over the throb-
bing in your knees or the never-ending to-do list running through your 
head. You can’t be held responsible for what comes out of your mouth, right?

Jesus, in his completely human state, felt these same aches and pains. But 
even though he was weary and spent, he ministered. In fact, without reaching 
the middle of the journey that led him to rest at the well in Samaria, he never 
would have met the Samaritan woman. Though Jesus craved cool, refreshing 
water, it’s Living Water that the Samaritan woman desired, and Jesus did not 
allow his physical need to trump her spiritual one.

This climb, whatever uphill journey you’re on, sounded like such an 
inspiring idea months ago, but now your mind is consumed with making it—
not enjoying it. The energy and excitement you once had are as languid as your 
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legs. Not only is your body weary but your capacity for connection is cramp-
ing along with your calves. It’s hard to serve others when everything hurts, 
when you have to focus just on the act of breathing. Your brain tells you to 
love those around you, but your body screams to focus just on yourself.

Everyone gets tired. Everyone needs to take a few minutes and sit at the 
edge of a well. But we’re defined not by our ability to journey without rest 
but rather by our desire to love and serve others even while we’re in need of 
rest. Instead of turning away, how will you turn toward your community to 
provide comfort and support today?

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Day 4 Devotional

Logan Wolfram

For the Lord is the one who shaped the mountains, 
 stirs up the winds, and reveals his thoughts to mankind.
He turns the light of dawn into darkness 
 and treads on the heights of the earth.
The Lord God of Heaven’s Armies is his name!

Amos 4:13, nlt

There is an old Celtic saying that heaven and earth are only three feet apart, 
but in the thin places, that distance is even smaller. Today, as the days roll on 
and your time on this mountain grows, a summit comes into plainer view, 
and you glimpse where you will walk tomorrow, the heights to which you’re 
climbing. But consider the short time you have today—in this place. You are 
weary, but friend, this is the place where God has invited you to experience 
the fullness of him in ways you’ve never dared to imagine.

You’re literally closer to heaven today. Gaining altitude, climbing a 
mountain, and pursuing your dreams is scary and demanding. Today you will 
occupy holy ground that seems to exist somewhere between heaven and earth, 
and your body will feel it.

Slow your pace, and absorb the time you have to experience this thin 
place. It’s in this place that perspective shifts and you can see the end goal, 
but don’t forget to inhale the gift of the present in his presence today. In a 
few days you’ll walk back down this mountain, your journey will end, and 
your heart will long to be back in this sliver of time and space you occupy 
today.

In Matthew 7:13-14, Jesus himself invites you to “enter by the narrow 
gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy that leads to destruction, and 
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those who enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and the way is hard that 
leads to life, and those who find it are few” (esv).

You are one of the few. One of the children of heaven privileged to inhale 
the majesty of God on the side of a mountain where feet may fail. Today as 
you focus on deep breaths and short steps, consider that the Lord is leading 
you on the narrow path toward an abundant life, toward himself. He will 
sustain your breath and your steps and your weary, muddled mind.

It’s as if the closer we get to heaven, the more God forces us to slow down 
to take it all in. He is too great, too mighty, and too good to allow us to rush 
past him to reach our goal. Today you walk in the thin place with the God 
of heaven and earth. Soak it up, friend, for when the space widens again in 
a few days, this will be the place that our hearts long to return to—the thin 
place that offers life abundant and the greatest perspective of heaven.

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Day 5 Devotional

Christine Caine

I lift up my eyes to the mountains— 
 where does my help come from?
My help comes from the Lord, 
 the Maker of heaven and earth.

Psalm 121:1-2, niv

Many people enjoy sitting snugly in a warm lodge with a fire burning, sip-
ping hot chocolate while gazing upward at the mountains, imagining what 
the view must be like from the top. They love to hear stories about climbers 
who reached the highest peaks against staggering odds. But few people decide 
to pay the required price in order to climb to the top and see the sunrise for 
themselves.

Being a spectator often becomes a mediocre substitute for experiencing 
the real thing—but true transformation never happens unless we climb the 
mountain for ourselves. It’s in the process of climbing, no matter the jour-
ney, that we discover truths about ourselves and gain an intimacy with our 
heavenly Father.

It’s liberating to have the cares of the world stripped away—no cell phones 
or interruptions, no concerns about to-do lists or family calendars. It seems 
so natural, so easy, to talk to God and about him when there is nothing to dis-
tract from him.

It’s in this process that we learn to depend on him for strength to take our 
next step, even when all we feel is fatigue, frustration, isolation, and hunger. 
He is faithful to reveal new insights, even when our perspective has become 
distorted from distraction and exhaustion. When weariness sets in and our 
vision is clouded, when there seems to be no end to this climb and our minds 
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whisper taunts that our efforts are futile, his Spirit gently leads us onward 
and upward.

Then you reach the summit. And then you see the sunrise on a new and 
glorious morn. And then you realize that every step, every pain, every mo-
ment of hardship has been worth the view.

You made it. You did not give up. You have run the good race. You have 
stood with God in a place where very few others have. There is a side of him 
that can only be known from here—at the top of a mountain, in the middle of 
a long, hard journey—and you now know it. Standing on this mountaintop, 
you realize you had more strength, courage, tenacity, determination, resil-
ience, faith, and hope than you ever imagined.

Through making a new journey, the journey has also made a new you. In 
this process, God’s greatness and goodness in all things is undeniable. But 
these mountaintop moments can’t last forever. You want to stay here and en-
joy the view, the intimacy, but now it is time to go back down.

You have had just a glimpse of glory, and now you must go and tell the 
world what you have seen. It is the mountaintops that give us the vision to 
head back down into the valley to lift the eyes of others.

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Day 6 Devotional

Lisa-Jo Baker

That is why we never give up. Though our bodies are dying, our spirits are being re-
newed every day. For our present troubles are small and won’t last very long. Yet they 
produce for us a glory that vastly outweighs them and will last forever! So we don’t 
look at the troubles we can see now; rather, we fix our gaze on things that cannot be 
seen. For the things we see now will soon be gone, but the things we cannot see will 
last forever.

2 Corinthians 4:16-18, nlt

Death, disappointment, failure, disaster, misunderstanding—sometimes our 
worst nightmares happen when we’re wide awake. And on days like these 
when the climb is long and demanding and seemingly impossible, we want to 
wallow in the true and noble and pure and lovely of Philippians 4:8.

On those days when the world comes crashing down around us, when 
living and breathing are hard, we want to drink in the good and remember, 
even in the middle of those wide-awake bad dreams, that the Light of the 
World is not set on a dimmer switch. He brightly shines, always. And he  
cannot be put out.

We might have nightmares, thrash around in the dark, and grope toward 
a light. But we are the destined-for-morning people. We are the sunshine-creeping-
over-the-edge-of-a-rock-rolled-away people. We are the Sunday morning 
people.

We are the promises-of-new-mercies-every-morning people. And these 
promises are our flaming torch in the midnight hour, our guide on the hard 
and grueling days. They blaze a trail for our confused hearts and blind feet 
and weary bones. They carve a way out of the darkness when there seems to 
be none. And through our entire journey, they lead us toward home.
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Because the whole universe testifies that morning will come.

We must not become so accustomed to the dark, so confined by our  
struggles and pain, that we doubt the morning. But even if we do, even if we  
lose our sight and our will to keep walking forward, the morning sends a 
Messenger back to find us—to bring us down the mountain and into the light.

He will tenderly lead us forward as we blindly wander, one foot at a time, 
until we feel the first flush of warmth on our cheeks. And our legs, tired 
from walking, will be renewed with strength. And eyelids, swollen shut with 
weeping, will be bathed in sunshine. And we will be the reflected glory of the 
Son who saved us.

The Son who walked into the dark heart of our worst days and offered 
himself as a living ransom for us.

He is the promise that weeping might last for a night.

But joy will come in the morning.

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Day 7 Devotional

Shauna Niequist

These things I have spoken to you, so that in Me you may have peace. In the 
world you have tribulation, but take courage; I have overcome the world.

John 16:33, nasb

Sometimes we just need rest, peace, and reflection.

The tendency to move too fast and try to be and do too much is one I’ve 
been developing all my life. I’m still stacking a few too many deadlines all on 
top of one another. I’m still aware of that low-grade, despairing exhaustion 
that haunts too many of my days.

But still there are glimpses of the future we’re building toward: slower, 
more connected, simpler.

There were moments during the last few months when I’ve hurled insults 
at myself: You have nothing to add here. What difference could you possibly make? But then 
I apologize to myself because nothing of beauty is built through shame, and 
I begin again. It’s all you can do, right? Begin again, begin again, and begin 
again.

One thing I’m learning over and over: You cannot do big soul-rearranging 
alone. This kind of reflection is heavy lifting, and a spotter (or twelve) is 
required.

When I have made progress, it’s been because I’ve asked for help from 
Aaron or my family or our small group or the Cooking Club.

It’s because I sat with my dearest friend Annette a couple of weeks ago, 
and I confessed to her how frustrated I felt with myself for losing the plot 
again—for yet again confusing being responsible with being loved, for trying 
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to prove my worth instead of accepting it in my bones, for the toll my frantic 
living takes on my darling boys and on our community.

It’s because I’ve been extended so much grace from the people I walk with 
who have to deal with my crankiness, my maddening new habit of saying yes 
and then no, or my constant chatter-boxing about time and energy and math 
and limits.

Growth is often a slow, painful process. I’m still inching forward, and 
I’m learning so much. The awkwardness is worth it, and the fumbling is 
worth it, and the growing pains are worth it because every once in a while I 
feel something inside of myself that I haven’t felt for a long time, and it feels 
like peace.

I’m not doing it well or neatly, but on days like today I can catch a glimpse 
of where we’re going, and it makes me swoon.

Less hustling. Less proving. Less frantic. Less bone-tired.

More true rest. More connection. More prayer, more listening, more tea.

More sacred space, more blessed monotony.

More love.

Three Trail Markers

Tell the truth. What truths must I ponder? How will they change me and the 
world?

Take a risk. What feelings must I feel? How can they motivate me to lean in?

Make your mark. What actions must I take? How do I make a mark for others to 
follow?
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Thank You
With many thanks to our implementing partner, World Relief.  You make  
the world a stronger, more peaceful place through the excellence of your 
programs and faithfulness of your people.  We love our brave collaboration!   

Check out the partnership here:  http://1mt.worldrelief.org/

 

We are grateful for our champions, sponsors, and partners. Your support of 
1MT will leave a lasting “thumbprint” as we work together for the peace and 
security of women worldwide. 

 
The Dailey Group  |  Tyndale Momentum  |  The Justice Conference

Today’s Christian Woman  |  Bethany Global  |  Somebody’s Mama  |  As You Wish Design
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Look for One Million Thumbprints founder Belinda Bauman’s new book in 
the spring of 2017.  Sign up on our website to stay informed about this and 
other exciting initiatives from One Million Thumbprints!

 

Be one in a million!   
Add your thumbprint by visiting  

http://www.onemillionthumbprints.org/add-your-thumprint2.

 

 

Follow some of the climb  
by visiting these social media sites:

https://www.facebook.com/onemillionthumbprints/

https://www.instagram.com/onemillionthumbprints/

https://twitter.com/1MTforPeace
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